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SEXISM IS A FEATURE, NOT A BUG

Mar Hicks

1n2017,I went to Google to speak about my work on women in the history of com-

puting. I explained how women were the field's first experts, though they weren't

accorded that respect at the time, and how they were excluded when men in man-

agement saw computers becoming powerful tools for control, not of just work but

of workers too. Women, of course, weren't considered management material in this

era, and so as computers became aligned with management wornen were shown the

door-oftentimes after training their (male) replacements. It was not that women

lacked technical skills, or even opportunities to show their skills. It was that their

very status as women precluded them from advancing in a new field whose power

and prestige was swiftly growing.

In the question and answer period after my talk, I got the predictable question:

wasn/t it actually that women just didn't like computing work as much as men did?

And wasn't it true that women who succeeded in computing, both then and now,

were somehow less "feminine" and more "masculine"? This is a question I get often,

but this time I got it from a woman engineer. She wasn't being hostile; she iust
appeared to really want to be reassured that she was different, that she wouldn't face

the same fate as the women I'd described, and also that women weten't being held
down or forced out. She seemed to need to believe that the current state of affairs

was somehow the natural order, or else she might have to confront the deeply unfair
past and present of her chosen line of work-and the fact that it would likely affect

her own future.
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This engineer,s response is not all that surprising when you remember that the

high-tech sector presents itself as the ultimate meritocracy' Silicon Valley is the high-

tech version of the American Dream, where anyone with talent can supposedly suc-

ceed, even if they Stalt out in a garage. Yet its makeup does not reflect this-it is

deeply skewed in terms of gender, race, class, sexualiry and many other categories,

toward historically privileged groups'

Gender discrimination, in particular, is a major stumbling block for the hiSh-tech

industry-so much so that even some of the most powerful, white women feel they

need to admonish themselves and their peers to "lean in" to combat sexism and

break through the glass ceiling.l This belief in the promise of a more equal future,

if only women would try harder, seems alluring if one takes it on faith that Silicon

Valley's goal is to measurably improve itself'

But a culture of rampant sexual hatassment, persistent racial inequalities in posi-

tions of power, and pay and promotion inequalities industry-wide shows that Silicon

valley culture is mired firmly in the past, even as companies claim to be building a

better future., From sexist manifestos on how women's supposed intellectual infe-

riority disqualifies them from tech careers, to golden parachutes for serial sexual

harassers at corporations that simultaneously choose not to cooperate with federal

equal pay investigations, to platforms that position misogynist and racist hate speech

and threats of sexual assault as just a normal part of online discourse, it is no sur-

prise that women workers in the tech industry might internalize sexism and blame

themselves-particularly because when they speak out they tend to lose their jobs'3

Online, Black women, and particularly Black trans women, are targeted with inor-

dinate amounts of hatred, yet the platforms that enable it refuse to seriously address

the harms they are causing. Twitter's moderation decisions routinely allow misogy-

noir and hate speech that specifically affects Black women, multiplying sexist and

racist harms. These gendered harms are also built in to platforms at their core' one

of the most highly valued companies in Silicon Valley started out as a site that stole

women,s pictures without their consent and asked users to rate their attractiveness'a

Facebook now commands the attention of more than two billion users worldwide

and uses its power to influence everything from minor purchasing decisions, to who

gets elected, to-in extreme instances-which populations live or die.s

That the concept of merit stfuctures our understanding of high technology and

its successes, even as a lack of diversity at the top of Silicon valley corporations

creates an echo chamber, means that the infiastructure tech builds actually often

worsens social inequalities.6 As Safiya Noble has shown, existing problems become

entrenched and magnified by profit-seeking technologies masquerading as neutral
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public resources.t Google, for example, presents itself as a neutral information

tool when the company's real business model is to sell as many advertisements as

possible-Google brings in more than 100 billion dollars annually in advertising

revenue/ the vast majority of its revenue.8

Such technological systems have little incentive to push back against sexism and

racism and a strong profit motive to look the other wayt or even to lean into them.

This is not new: as something that grew out of the Second world war and the cold
War that followed, electronic computing technology has long been an abstraction

of political power into machine form. Techno-optimist narratives surrounding high
technology and the public good-ones that assume technology is somehow inher-
ently progressive-rely on historical fictions and blind spots that tend to overlook

how large technological systems perpetuate structures of dominance and power

aheady in place.e

As the United States finds itself in the midst of a "techlash" or backlash against

high tech's broken promises, the history of computing offers us a chance to reflect
critically on the roots of these developments and the potential dangers that lie ahead.

Because Silicon Valley seems to be pointing the way to our national and even global

futute, it is difficult to critique it and to imagine alternatives. The US tech sector's

outsized level of power has a disproportionate influence over the terms of the con-
versation, particularly as social media platforms replace traditional news outlets. In
this situation, comparative history is a powerful tool: by taking us out of our current
moment and context and showing us a different scenario, we can better unpack the
roots of what has now become normalized to the point of seeming inevitable and
unchangeable.

This chapter offers an example from the United Kingdom, the nation that invented
the computer. As a close historical cousin of the United States, it is a harbinger of our
own current technological troubles, and a prime example of how high-tech econo-
mies rise and fall on the cultural ideals engineered into their systems. The British
experience offers a compelling example of how a computing industry's failure is inti-
mately linked with social problems that may seem ancillary or unrelated. It shows
how the fiction of meritocracy can scuttle an industry and how computing has long
been aligned with neocolonial projects that present fantasies not iust of national but
of global control as being possible through high technology.

contrary to what we might believe or hope, this history shows us that computing
purposely heightens power differences, and that those who commission and control
these systems benefit from that. It also shows that this intentional program of con-
centrating power at the top by discriminating against certain groups paradoxically
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lowers the quality and output of what a nation's technology sector can produce. tl11i_

mately this proves to be self-destructive-not only to that technology but to entire

economies and democracies.

COMPUTING FIRSTS, COMPUTING FAILS

The UK context presents us with one of the most shocking failure stories in the his-

tory of computing. In 1943, Britain led the world in electronic computing, helping

to ensure the Allied victory in Europe during World War II. By deploying top-secret

code-breaking computers-the first digital, electronic, programmable computers in
the world-the British were able to use computing to alter geopolitical events at

a time when the best electronic computing technology in the US was still only in
the testing phase.1o By leveraging their groundbreaking digital methods for wartime

code-breaking, the British conducted cyberwarfare for the first time in history, with
great success.

After the war, British computing breakthroughs continued, matching or anticipat-

ing all of the major computing advances in the US. But by 7974, a mere thirty years

after deploying the first electronic programmable computers, the British computing

industry was all but extinct.
Nowhere is the story of a nation undone by a broken high-tech industry more

apparent than in the case of Great Britain. Yet this swift decline of the computer

industry in the nation that invented the computer has for too long been ignored or

misunderstood. If the rising power of computing is one of the biggest stories of the

twentieth century, then the failure of the nation that broke new ground in electronic

computing is undoubtedly one of history's most urgent cautionary tales.

The myth of meritocracy is easier to investigate in the UK, a nation riven by class

antagonisms far more obvious and long-standing than those in the US, as the unre-

alized ideal it has always been. The UK, still influenced by a divine-right monarchy,

struggled to remove class from the equation of who could govern.

The British Civil Service was set up to be the ultimate meritocracy, with an elabo-

rate system of exam-based hierarchies and promotions to ensure that those in charge

of the country's resources derived their positions from skill rather than social stand-

ing and were suitably qualified to hold them. Nothing less than the nation's ability

to function was at stake. British leaders realized that a nonmeritocratic system would

result in cronyism, corruption, nepotism, graft, and ultimately the destruction of

democratic civil society. A strict meritocracy was needed, because if the government
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could not be trusted as a fair and iust instrument of the will of the people, democracy

itself was in danger'

But although the Civil Service claimed to be able to transcend the unfairness of

British society, describing itself as a "fair field with no favor" for all of its employees,

civil servants were not judged simply according to their own talents and abilities. For

rnost of the twentieth century, being white was a primary assumption and require-

rnent for holding any position of power in the UK, as well as for holding what were

then seen as "respectable" office jobs. Although a small minority of mostly lower-

level civil servants were Britons of color, they were the exceptions that proved the

rule of a system of powerful, unspoken white supremacy.ll

More remarked upon at the time was the subordinate position of the mostly white

women who had to take different entrance exams than men and for much of the

twentieth century were not allowed to work in the same offices, use the same lunch-

room facilities, or even enter and exit buildings by the same doors and stairwells

as their male coworkers. Because of the heteronormative supposition that women

would marry and leave the labor force to take care of a family, they were also either

expected, or outright required, to leave their jobs upon marriage.

These women also earned less than their male peers for performing the exact same

jobs. Men, it was reasoned, needed a "famlly wage," whereas women were suppos-

edly working to support only themselves. White, mostly middle-class women were

treated as a temporary labor force, and their lack of adequate pay u promotion pros-

pects meant that many left upon getting married even if they wished to continue

working. For the most part, women's work in the burgeoning information economy

was kept separate-and seen as different in type and inferior in kind when compared

to men's work. While this was true throughout industry, the inequity of the situation
was most obvious within the government's "meritocracy."

It was paradoxically for this reason that women ended up being on the cutting
edge of computing in the UK. Women had been the first computer operators and
programmers during the waq working on the top-secret Colossus code-breaking

computers that allowed the Allies to successfully land on D-Day. Their suitability
for these positions was defined not simply by war's labor constraints but by the low
esteem in which early computer work was held. Viewed as rote and excessively tech-

nical, early computer work was denigrated for its association with machinery rather
than elevated by it. It was seen as almost akin to factory work, and the introduction
of machines into office environments was often referred to as the "industrialization
of the office" by managers.
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Despite the fact that these women worked assembling, troubleshooting, testing,

operating, and programming the computers that contributed directly to the war,s
positive outcome for the Allies, their work was hidden and largely unremarked upon
for decades after the war. This was not simply due to the secrecy surr6unding theil
work, although the official Secrets Act played a role. Early computer operation and
programming was such a feminized and devalued field that few people singled it out
as being historically important or cared to remember and record the names, tasks,

and accomplishments of these women. Once the official veil of secrecy started to Iift
in the 1970s, women wartime computer workers began to tell their stories, but many
of them felt that their stories were not worth telling.lz

Even prior to the term "computer" being a name given to a machine, it had been

the name given to job. Originally, a computer was a person-almost always a young
woman-who computed complex equations with the help of pen and paper or a

desktop accounting machine. A common misperception is that women got into com-
puting during World War II simply because men were at the front, but the gendering

of computing work existed before the war, and before computers were electronic.

The feminization of this work continued through and after the war, with women
returning to the civilian workforce to perform computing work with electromechani-
cal and later electronic systems-everything from programming and operation, to
systems analysis, to hardware assembly.

BUILDING A BROKEN SYSTEM

As computers began to percolate out of the military and academia into industry
and government more broadly, women's computing work became ever more inter-
twined with computers, and critical to the functioning of the economy. While
women were sent into lower-level jobs, often ones that depended on proficiency

with office machines like computers, men were tapped for higher level, supposedly

more intellectual work that led to managerial and administrative promotion tracks

where machines were nowhere in sight. The latter positions could eventually lead to
policy-making roles at the highest levels of government.

In 1959, one woman programmer spent the year training two new hires with no

computer experience for a critical long-term set of computing projects in the govern-

ment's main computer center while simultaneously doing all of the programming,

operating, and testing work as usual.t3 At the year's end, her new trainees were ele-

vated to management roles while she was demoted into an assistantship below them,
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despite her longer experience and greater technical skills. In this era, the idea that

woffienshould 
not be in a position to hold power over men made it highly unlikely

they would be promoted into management positions'

Wornen also continued to earn less money for doing the same jobs. For women who

with computers, their economic worth was tied to their identity as women but

unmoored from their proficiency on the job. One of the earliest UK civil ser-

to come out at work as a trans man found his pay immediately raised after his

in the late 1950s, simply by virtue of his employer now recognizing him

a marr. At the same time, another civil servant, a trans womanr was given advice

her managers to hide or delay her transition so that her pay would not go down.la

For decades, the government fended off increasing pressure from workers to grant

civil servants equal pay. In 1955, an equal pay plan was slowly phased in

over a period of several years, but only for ob categories ln which men and women

held identical job titles, not jobs in which they did similar work. Since the Civil

had been so highly segregated into men's and women's jobs, this meant that

the maiority of women working in government would not actually get equal pay. The

largest block of these workers were the women in the "Machine Grades," the class of

workers who did the computing work of the government-at the time the nation's

largest computer user.t'

These women were explicitly excluded from the provisions of the Equal Pay Act,

and as a result the Machine Grades became known as the "Excluded Grades" after

passage of equal pay. The Treasury reasoned that because so few men worked in
computing, women's significantly lower pay rate had now become the market rate

for the work. Because women had been doing machine-aided computation work

for so long, and in such majority, their relative lesser worth in the labor market had

attached to this work and lowered the jobs' actual worth, not just culturally but in a

literal, economic sense.to

By the 1960s, however, the power of computing was becoming more apparent

to those in charge. The woman in the earlier example was required to train her
'supervisors not because there were no longer enough women to do the work, but

, because computer systems were expanding to take over more aspects of government.
Although the complexity of the work did not suddenly change, the perception of its
worth skyrocketed. As such systems became recognized as more than merely tech-
nical, government ministers realized that computers would be important tools for
consolidating and wielding power over workflow, workers, industrial processes, and
even the shape of government itself.

.'.
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With computing work becoming aligned with power, women computer work-

ers who possessed all of the technical skills to perform the iobs found themselves

increasingly squeezed out by new hiring rubrics that favored untested men trainees

with no technical skills. Despite its "metito Ct?Cf ," the government explicitly forbade

women from the former Machine Grades from applying for the newly created class

of management-aligned computer jobs designed to help management gain greater

control over the mounting number of computerized processes poorly understood by

those at the top levels of government and industry'17

Though these women could easily do the work in a technical sense, they were not

allowedtooccupythepositionsofmanagerialandpoliticalpowelthatcomputing
jobsweresuddenlybecomingalignedwith.Atthesametime,themenwhowere
tapped for these jobs lacked the technical skills to do them and were often uninter-

ested in computing work, in part because of its feminized past'

LOWERING STANDARDS TO CREATE AN ELITE

Asaresult,governmentandindustrybeganamajorpushtorecruitmenintothese
technicalpositionswhilesimultaneouslygroomingthemformanagementposi.
tions. This process entailed lowering standards of technical proficiency to cre-

ate an elite class of management-level computer workers, above the old Machine

Grades in name and power, but beneath them in technical skill. It was sup-

posed to result in the construction of a cadre of high-level, management-aligned

,,computer men,,-technocrats who would be able to manage people as well as

machines and make informed decisions at the highest levels about the future of

computerization.

Instead, this recruitment change resulted in a devastating labor shortage' Promis-

ing young men tapped for the positions usually had little interest in derailing their'

management-bound careers by getting stuck in the still largely feminized "backwa-

ter,, of computer work.is At a time when computing was tied up with ideas about the

,,industrialization of the office," many still saw machine work in general as unintel-

lectual and liminally working class'

Mostyoungmenwhoweretrainedforthesenewcomputingpositions,atgreat'
government expense, left to take better, noncomputing jobs within a year' Govern-

ment ministers in charge of the changeovel were blindsided by the results and the

problems caused by hemorrhaging most of their computer staff. This trend contin-

ued throughout the 1960s and into the 7970s, even as the status of the field rose'
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2nd computing work began to professionalize. Young men who were trained for the

new positions often did not want them for long, while young women who had the

skills were forced out through turnover, demotion, or by being strongly encouraged

to,,retire"-in other wotds, marry and leave the workforce-before the age of thirty.

Not coincidentally, thirty was roughly the age at which all promotion for a woman

computer worker in the public sector ended.

FAKE lT UNTIL YOU (CAN GET A WOMAN TO) MAKE lT

As a result, the programming, systems analysis, and computer operating needs of

government and industry went largely unmet. The government was the biggest com-

puter user in the nation, and its inability to train and retain a technical labor force

had national reverberations. It slowed and complicated computerization and mod-

ernization plans throughout the country, holding back Britain's economy, and even

causing political problems for the UK on the international stage.le

One way that corporations and the government attempted to satisfy this dire

need for more programmers was to turn to outsourcing the work. At this time, soft-

ware was still something that normally came bundled with a mainframe, rather than

being seen as a product that could be sold separately. Software either came with the

machine, direct from the computer company, or was written by the employees who

ran the mainframes. People who started companies in the nascent software services

industry in the 1960s were making a big gamble that companies would pay for soft-

ware as a standalone product after spending hundreds of thousands of pounds to

buy a mainframe.

But some people who set up software companies in this period did so because they
felt they had no other choice. The most famous and, eventually, most successful of
these software startups was headed by Stephanie "Steve" Shirley-a woman who had
previously worked for the government until the glass ceiling had made it impossible
for her to advance any further. Born in Germany, Shirley had been a child refugee

during World War II. She was saved from being murdered by the Nazis when she was

brought to England with 10,000 other Jewish children on the Kindertransport.2o

Shirley often credited her escape from the genocide in Europe as a primary reason
'for her later drive to succeed: she felt she had to make her life "worth saving."21 After
leaving school, she went to work at the prestigious Dollis Hill Post Office Research
Station in the 1950s, the same government research center where Tommy Flowers
had built the Colossus computers, and she worked with Flowers briefly. As a young,
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technical woman worker, Shirley recalled that the sexism of the time usually dictated

that she follow orders without much independent thought.

Animated by her drive to succeed, Shirley went to school for her university degree

at night while working full time, and sought to raise the responsibility level and dif-

ficulty of the work she was assigned. But she began to fealize, as she put it, that "the

more I became recognized as a serious young woman who was aiming high-whose

long-term aspirations went beyond a mere subservient role-the more violently I

was resented and the more implacably I was kept in my place."zz After being passed

over multiple times for a promotion she had earned, she found out that the men

assigned to her promotions case were repeatedly resigning from the committee when

her case came up, rather than risking having to give a woman a promotion. Her

ambition was seen as a liability,.even though in a man it would have been rewarded.

Realizing there would be no chance for her to get ahead in the Civil Service's false

meritocracy owing to her gender, Shirley left her job and after a brief stint in indus-

try, where she encountered the same sexist preiudice, she decided to quit and start

her own computing company while raising her son. In 7962 she founded Freelance

programmers, which was unique not only because it was one of the first companies

to recognize that software as a standalone product was the way of the future but also

because she learned from the mistakes that government and industry were making

with computer workers.

While government and industry starved themselves of programmers because they

refused to hire, promote, or accommodate women technologists, Shirley scooped

up this talent pool. Shirley considered her business a feminist enterprise-one that

would allow women like her to continue working in computing and use their techni-

cal skills. One of her first job advertisements read, in patt, "many opportunities for

retired programmers (female) to work part-time at home," and described the lobs as

a "wonderful chance, but hopeless for anti-feminists."23 In other words, there was a

woman boss.

By giving her employees flexible, family-friendly working hours and the ability to

work from home, Shirley's business tapped into a deep well of discarded expertise'

Desperate for people who could do this work, the government and maior British

companies hired Shirley and her growing team of mostly women programmers to

do mission-critical computer programming for proiects ranging from administlative

software and payroll to programs designed to lun industrial processes.

Initially, having a woman's name at the helm of the company prevented Shirley

from getting work. But when she started using her nickname "Steve" for business
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purposes, her letters to potential clients were no longer ignored. From there, she

could get her foot in the door long enough to impress potential clients. Shirley also

took pains to hide the infrastructure of her startup. Although she worked from home

with her child, often accompanied by other women employees and their children,

she presented as polished and professional an image as possible, playing a recorded

ope of typing in the background whenever she took a phone call in order to drown

out the noise her young son might make, and instituting a strict, conservative busi-

ness dress code for meetings with clients.

One of the most prestigious contracts Shirley and her team were able to win was

the concorde's black box project. The programming for the concorde was managed

and completed entirely by a remote workforce of nearly all women, programming

with pencil and paper from home, before testing their software on rented mainframe

time. Dubbed "Europe's version of the Space Race," the Concorde remains the only
passenger supersonic jet to go into service, and its creation pushed the limits of what
was possible in terms of international technological cooperation (it was a UK-French
collaboration). Perhaps even more importantly, British cooperation on the project

served as a political concorde as well, and effectively paved the way for the UK to
finally be accepted into the European Economic community, the forerunner to the
EU, boosting the nation's flagging economic fortunes.

In the image below, one of Shirley's employees, computer programmer Ann Mof-
fatt, sits at her kitchen table in 1966, writing code for the concorde's black box flight
recorder. Moffatt was the technical lead for the Concorde programming project and
managed the project while working from home, taking care of her young child at the
same time. She would later become technical director at the company, in charge of a

staff of over 300 home-based programmers (fig. 6.1).

Steve Shirley's company functioned, and indeed succeeded, by taking advantage
of the sexism that had been intentionally built into the field of computing. By uti-
Iizing a portion of this wasted talent-capable women computer professionals who
were being excluded from contributing to the new digital economy despite having
all the skills required-shirley employed thousands of workers over the course of her
company's lifetime whose skills would have otherwise been discarded. Her feminist
business model allowed many technical women to fulfill their potential, and in the
process also serve the nation's ever-growing need for computer programmers.

For every woman Shirley employed, however, there were always several more
applicants r,ying for positions, looking for a place that would allow them to use
their computing skills and judge them on their capabilities rather than their gender.
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Figure 6.1 Computer programmer Ann Moffatt sits at her kitchen table in 1966, writing code for the

black box flight recorder for the Concorde. The baby in the photograph is now over fifty years old,

Photo courtesy of Ann Moffatt.

That the women Shirley could not employ were usually unlikely to have computing

careers elsewhere, particularly if they needed working hours that could accommo-

date their family responsibilities, meant that their productivity and talent was lost to

the labor market and the nation as a whole.

The irony that these women were not perceived by their male managers as good

enough to keep in formal employment but at the same time were so indispensable

that the government and major corporations would outsource important computing

projects to them was not lost on Shirley and her workers/ but the realization seemed

to sail over the heads of most men in management. Her startup eventually became

an international billion-dollar company and produced some of the most important

software used in British business and the public sector.

Shirley's success gives some clue as to why sexism was bound to create major prob'

lems for the computing industry. Her successful business model not only highlighted
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t1e fact that sexism was part of the way the field functioned but also showed how

these operating parameters hurt computing's progress. Managers in government and

industry saw their sexist labor practices as a positive and necessary feature of creating

the new high-tech digital landscape-as something that would ensure computeriza-

tion proceeded smoothly, along the lines they intended, and with the right people in

control. In point of fact, however, it was a hindrance, and it would turn out to have

serious and wide-ranging negative consequences.

EMPIRE 2.0

While Shirley's company and staff of mostly women provided the know-how and

programming labor to keep the nation's computers running, and keep the process

of computerization expanding, another national conversation was going on. Leaders

in government and industry viewed the progress of computing as being about more

than iust improving standards of efficiency or revolutionizing work inside the UK. As

a once-powerful empire, the British government saw computing as a powerful new

tool in its international political arsenal.

where it had once dominated by gun and boat, Britain now saw that as its empire

shrank, it could only revive its power abroad by dominating the informational infra-
struchire of other countries and their economies. Computers had started out as power-

ful weapons of war, funded heavily by the US and UK militaries. Even as swords turned
to plowshares, computers and the government interests that largely controlled them
continued to be tools for wielding power over other nations. The UK believed it could
gain influence and economic power through technological exports, and even use Brit-
ish computers and computing expertise as a back door into the governments of other
nations that were becoming politically independent from British rule.

For this reason, the uK insisted on British computers to run all UK government
work. They presciently understood that foreign powers could gain a foothold through
foreign computing technologies being inserted deeply into the structure of British
Sovernment. American computers running the British government would present
a national security issue, even though the us was an ally. computers could give a
foreign power a back door into the highest levels of the state.za

while the British government was determined not to allow this to happen to
them, they actively planned to use these same techniques against other nations,
particularly former colonial nations, in order to gain power and political influence.2s
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Narratives and images of British computing abroad confirmed this agenda. Sup_

ported by the government, British computing companies embarked on a worldwidq
program of aggressive expansion, attempting to sell computing technologies, 3n6
the idea of their necessity, to countries with little need for labor-saving calculating
machines. While United States companies, particularly IBM, balked at selling ttls
latest technologies to nations that they considered underdeveloped-only deigning
to sell India, for instance, older models in IBM's line-British companies seized the
opportunity to get as much British technology as possible into the hands of Indian
companies, educational institutions, banks, and government agencies, in order to
forge relationships and accustom'Indian consumers to buying, using, and relying
upon British computers.26

As part and parcel of this, the UK exported to these other nations the gender

roles that it had put into plAce for its own labor forces. When British computing
companies set up a computing installation for a company in India, for example,

the gendered contours of the labor force followed those in Britain. But when Indian
companies purchased a British computer and set it up for themselves, they more
often staffed it with a mixed-gender model or sometimes even gave "feminized" jobs

like punching to all-male workforces.zT

The British plan to dominate through technology was symbolic as well as mate-

rial: advertisements for computing extended the rhetoric of Britain's "civilizing mis-

sion" from its imperial period, and used sexualized images of exoticized "foreign,,
women to portray the triumphs of British technology abroad. In figure. 6.2, the obvi-
ous sexual caption plays upon a deeper preoccupation with colonial power. In these

images, women often stood in as symbols of the national cultures the UK expected

to dominate with British technology, extending the nation's imagined international
might in a cultural as well as political sense.

These tactics laid bare the power implications of computing and used high tech-

nology to continue the logic of British imperialism, even as nations that had been

subjugated by the British fought for and won their independence from British rule

in a political sense. It was no coincidence that the UK put so much faith and effort

into computing technology during a time when its empire was contracting and its

power on the world stage was diminishing. Computing technologies, then as now,

were expected to be the new lever to move the world.
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An Ashanti Goldfields operutor with the 19014 instafied at Ohuasi, Gharu.
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Figure 6.2 An Ashanti Goldfields computer worker in Ghana. ICL Marketing (February 6, 1970)

Figure 6.3 The punch room at Air lndia employed both men and women as operators, something
British-run computing installations would not have allowed. "lcr in lndia," ICT Magazineg (1961)
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A BUG AFTER ALL

Despite recognizing the enormous power of computing technology to reshape Brit_

ish fortunes at home and abroad, by the mid-1960s the uK government.had allowed

the nation's computer labor shortage to sharpen into a crisis that threatened to
undermine all of its plans. Despite instituting career paths in the civil service for the
ideal model of male, white-collar, management-oriented computer workers, the state

continued to struggle to even get qualified candidates to train. Given this, its com-
mitment to hire only management-aspirant young men began to soften, and in the
mid-1960s a number of women programmers were able to get iobs in the new, higher-
level technical grades of the civil service, as long as they came from the service,s

white-collar office worker grades and not from the "pink collar" machine grades.

But this brief wave of morg egalitarian, meritocratic hiring, in terms of gender

if not class or race, did not last long. By mid-7967, the labor crisis had abated just

enough to allow a return to previous gendered hiring practices, and the govern-

ment simultaneously decided to embark on an alternate plan for fixing its comput-
ing problems. If labor shortages could not be easily fixed, then a different part of the
system would need to be changed to ensure the success of Britain's computerization.

By the late 1960s, the government's fear of losing control over the country through
losing control over the technology that ran it was perilously close to becoming a real-

ity. The power that technical workers held, given the interwoven nature of comput-
ing processes with all of the functions of the state-from the Bank of England to the

Atomic Energy Authority-meant that they were becoming increasingly indispens-

able. A strike by keypunch staff doing data entry for the new value added tax (VAT)

computer system, for instance, brought that project to a halt and sent high-level offi-
cials scrambling.28 The computers that enabled the sprawlingbureaucracies of the state

to function were unreliable and consistently understaffed, unable to maintain the

level of programmer and operator labor required to make them work most effectively.

It was in this context that the Ministry of Technology, backed by other govern-

ment agencies, hatched a plan to reconfigure the computing infrastructure on which
the government relied. Training more young men had not worked; it simply resulted

in more turnover and wasted outlay, and outsourcing was only a temporary solu-

tion. Returning to a feminized computer labor force was a nonstarter given the rising
power and prestige now attached to the jobs. This meant that the only solution was

to re-engineer the computing systems to function with a much smaller labor force.

Managers at the top of the government therefore decided they would need ever

more massive mainframes, so that all of the nation's computing operations could be
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centalized to the greatest extent possible. This would allow a far smaller technical

laborforce to control Britain's digital infrastructure. The government forced a merger

of aLl tl:re remaining viable British computer companies in order to literally gain

rnore control over the shape of British computing. The merger created a single com-

pany, hfternational Computers Limited (ICL), indebted to the government, giving

government technocrats the power to demand that the company produce product

Ines that would best accommodate the Sovernment's needs.

The central government would fund the new merged company's research pro-

gtam and, even more importantly, would promise to purchase its computers exclu-

sively. Since solving its computing problems through labor and software had not

worked, the government asserted that the very design of the systems themselves

would need to change. In return for government grants and contracts, ICL accepted

a high degree of government control over its product line and embarked upon the

proiect of producing the huge, technologically advanced mainframes the national

government believed it needed to solve its computer labor problems.

Unfortunately, this move began right as the mainframe was losing its pride of place

in business computing. Massive, expensive mainframes were on the way out, with
smaller mainframes and more flexible, decentralized systems becoming the norm.

By the time ICL delivered the requested product line in the mid-1970s-the highly
advanced 2900 mainframe series-the British government no Ionger wanted these

expensive and complex machines, and neither did any other potential customers. As

a result, the company was effectively dead in the water. Moored to its advanced but
effectively unwanted new mainframe line, ICL could not compete with the offerings

of foreign companies like IBM. ICL was now-thanks to the merger-the majority of
the British computer industry. Because the company had neglected the development

of its smaller, and better-selling, lines of mainframes in order to focus on develop-

ing the 2900 for the government, its failure effectively took down the whole of the
British computer industry.

LOOKING FORWARD BY LOOKING BACK

The discrimination that produced the technical labor shortage in UK government

and industry in the twentieth century was a highly constructed and artificial fea-

ture. It was not an evolutionary or somehow natural change: nor was it a particu-
larly logical one. The gender associated with computing jobs changed in this period
because the idea that the work was appropriate only to one gender or the other was a

defining element in how computing systems were organized. The sexism that made
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women the go-to labor force for computing early on also meant women were seen as

an unreliable or inadequate group of workers once the power of computers became

more apparent.

But the gendered structure of the field heavily influenced its growth and possibili-

ties. Sexism was intended to keep power out of the hands of those deemed unworthy

of wielding it, but it ended up devastating Britain's computing industry and the

country's global technological standing.

This history is of crucial importance today because it is not that unusual: the Brit-

ish reliance on sexist hiring and firing practices, and on the association of technical

work with low-status workers but fowerful managerial work with high-status work-

ers, has been a common pattern in the postindustrial West. The manner in which
government leaders and industry officials worked together to standardize and codify

a gendered underclass of tecti workers, and then to later upskill that work once the

managerial power of computers became clear, was not evolutionary or accidental. It
was an intentional set of systems design parameters intended to ensure that those

who held the most power in predigital society, government, and industry continued

to hold that power after the "computer revolution."

It is also not a coincidence that once computing became seen as powerful and

important, more than merely "technical" work, it began to exclude white women

and people of color except in times of labor crises, like war or severe labor shortages

in peacetime.ze High technology is often a screen for propping up idealistic progress

narratives while simultaneously torpedoing meaningful social reform with subtle

and systemic sexism, classism, and racism. As Margot Lee Shetterly points out in
Hidden Figures, Black women workers were only brought into critical jobs in NASA

when Cold War tensions made their labor too valuable to ignore-too important

to continue to exclude on the basis of their Blackness.'o But even once included,

people who were not seen as worthy of wielding power were deliberately engi
neered out of newly powerful and profitable roles, even when they had the required

technical skills.31

From the beginning, societal biases have played a major role in constructing and

deploying computer systems because high technology is not the radical agent of

change that those in power often profit from presenting it as. The computer revo-

lution was not a revolution in any true sense: it left social and political hierarchies

untouched, at times even strengthening them and heightening inequalities. That

the US in the twentieth century escaped the fate of the UK has more to do with the

relative size of its labor force, and its relative wealth following World War Two, than
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with differences in sexist hiring practices. But currently the US is being forced into

cornpetition with rising superpowers like China and India, which have far greater

available labor forces, and it simultaneously finds itself confronted again by Russian

technological 
power and political warfare. In this context, the US as a fading empire

rnirrors the UK in the twentieth century, and we have begun to see Silicon Valley

corporations, and US society as a whole, hurt by an inability-or refusal-to solve

deep, structural problems with discrimination.

This is largely because this aspect is an intentional feature, not an accidental bug.

Computing was designed to help those at the highest levels of government and

industry wield power. Powerful technologies like this often heighten inequalities not

by accident but specifically because they they are designed to protect the interests

of the powerful actors who control them. The contours of this story may change in

different national and temporal contexts, but the idea that technological systems

normally preserve existing hierarchies and power structures, rather than being revo-

lufionaty, holds true much more often than we recognize.

Though Britain's actions backfired and had highly negative effects on its comput-

ing industry, its entire economy, and even its political standing in the wider world,

the actions themselves were fully intentional.32 At the time, UK leaders in govern-

ment and industry generally believed that there could be no other way to design

such systems-that this mode of operation represented a kind of natural social order,

despite vast evidence to the contrary.

THE POWER OF THE STORIES WE TELL ABOUT TECHNOLOGY

Historians of technology can point out the many ways in which status in high tech

is arbitrary, how categories of prestige swiftly change, and how pay and rewards are

often unmoored from the specific skills the industry purports to value.33 Yet, as a

field, the history of computing has often taken for granted the ideal of meritocracy
as an implicit structuring element in narratives of technological progress and the
lessons drawn from those narratives.3a Because technological success stories map to
the idea that computing's history is one of social progress, even when it is not, the
main narrative of meritocracy-driven progress in the history of computing needs

to be rethought, with an emphasis on the important historical lessons gained from
, technological failure.

By privileging stories of corporate success and the ingenuity of high-status indi-
, viduals, historians have often constructed narratives that seem to support the
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fiction of meritocracy." White, heteronormative, male, and cis professionals crowd
the pages of most histories of computing, while Black and white women prograrn.

mers, Navajo women semiconductor manufacturers, LGBTQIA technologists
computer users, and many others have been regarded, up until recently, as interest-

ing but marginal characters in the main narrative of computing history. Yet history
shows us that these "nontraditional" actors not only were present but in fact played

a much larger role in shaping the history of computing than previously under_

stood. And through shaping computing, these groups also altered social, economic,

and cultural contexts to the point of determining the fortunes of entire industries

and nations.36

The United States today finds itself in a similar position to the UK in the twentieth
century, as a technologically advanced but socially regressing late-imperial power.

We would do well to look at the British example and commit to studying failure
instead of focusing only on success in our technological history. Failure narratives

highlight the ways we have gotten things wrong in the past, guiding us to better

outcomes through deeper understanding of negative examples. If we look at the
decline of British computing critically, we can recognize it as a harbinger of what
is already occurring with our own technological "successes" in computing
CEOs of major platforms like Facebook and Twitter begin to openly struggle with,
how their companies have impacted, and continue to alter, the course of democratic

elections and civil rights in the US, we can begin to see how tech's tendency to
concentrate power in the hands of a few wealthy individuals
racy and tends to heighten inequalities and exacerbate existing problems. For years,,

marginalized voices tried to raise the alarm about this important, destructive aspect

of techno-optimism but were ignored. We can also see how the ahistorical tech-

nolibertarianism favored by Silicon Valley elites-most of whom come from simi,
larly privileged backgrounds-ensures that their technologies are neither radical nor
forward-thinking.37

By understanding the racism, sexism, and classism that formed and torpedoed

our closest historical cousin's dreams of a modern, technological society, we can

also begin to address how these inequalities have constructed the bedrock of our

computing industry for decades, rather than being a simple mistake or an unin:
tentional afterthought. We can begin to see that even though Silicon Valley

profits from these inequalities today, there is a clear connecting line between these

features of technological economies and negative consequences for the whole of

society. The power-centralizing and authoritarian tendencies of computing systerns

new s I 2077 I O6 luber-fires-20-employees-harassment-investigation.
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gere indispensable for warfare and strong government control of massive amounts

of data, but these same systems, in the hands of those determined to escape demo-

cratic oversight, become inimical to functional democracies and civil society.

As our technological systems become increasingly destructive to our professed

social and political ideals, we can no longer afford to collectively fail to understand

the layers and decades of intentional decisions that have led to these supposedly

unforeseen consequences. The current situation shows us clearly how, as large com-

and telecommunications systems have scaled, the power imbalances they

foster have altered all of our social institutions, including our political process. These

irnbalances go far beyond the tech industry, and they help determine who holds

power at every level within our society and government, altering the future of entire

This problem cannot be fixed without breaking up the systems in place,

because these failures are not simply accidents: they are features of how the systems

were designed to work and, without significant outside intervention, how they will

continue to function. Our task for a better future must be to foster a willingness

,to subdivide and reengineer failing systems at a basic, structural level, rather than

contenting ourselves to simply patch existing failures in our digital infrastructures-

leaving the broader systems that created these problems largely unchanged.
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